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Public Safety Committee
Tue, Nov 16 2021 9:30 AM

Public Safety Committee - Agenda Comments

2. Briefing on the implementation of the Police Services Project recommendations.

[Mar&iacute;a Villag&oacute;mez, Deputy City Manager; William P. McManus, Chief of

Police]

Brennan Griffin

November 15th 2021, 2:34 pm

No agenda item selected

RUBEN R PENS

November 16th 2021, 9:14 am

Several local governments in Texas have now either started or expanded programs sending non-police

first responders out to a wider variety of emergency calls. Houston has teams called Mobile Crisis

Outreach Teams that are expanding dramatically in its recently adopted budget, Harris County is starting

a Holistic Assistance Response Team, and Austin has its own MCOT that has operated for several years

now. This model is extremely promising for preserving sworn police officer time for the kinds of calls

where a police officer's training will be most appropriate, and letting other trained professionals respond

to mental health calls, wellness calls, and minor disturbances. At Texas Appleseed, we are working on a

report on these programs and on calls for service. From our early conversations, it is important to

integrate mental health professionals into 911 call centers fully and early to develop the procedures

needed to operate such a program effectively. We believe any kind of alternative response model should

be evaluated carefully in the early stages to identify issues and troubleshoot problems. Texas Appleseed

encourages San Antonio to move forward on creating alternative emergency response models.

I have asked Maria and the chief several times why is it that police don't patrol neighborhoods unless

they're called and have never gotten a good answer. ?????? By the way I support the police 1000 %. Thank

you
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